the set T1 + T2 + T3 + . . . + Tn. Let K denote the set of all points X of M such that X can be joined to A by a connected subset of M which contains no point outside of C and let E denote the sum of the sets H and K. Let D denote the complementary domain of E which contains B and let L denote the boundary of D. Since K is2 a continuous curve and each Ti is3 a continuous curve, therefore, E is a continuous curve. Hence L is3 a continuous curve. Now A does not belong to L. For suppose it does. Then since every point of L is' accessible from D there exists an arc AB which, except for A, is a subset of D. Let P denote the first point that the arc AB has in common with C1. The interval AP of AB has only the point A in common with M and hence AP-A lies in one of the complementary domains D,, D2, D3,... Dn. This, however, is impossible since the interval BP of AB contains no point of the boundary of any one of these domains. The celebrated mathematical discipline, the symbolical theory of invariants of algebraical forms, has its roots in the inspired work of Clebsch. Up to recent times contributions by this method were largely a product of research in Germany.
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In the problem determined by forms in two contragredient sets of three variables (x), (u), the object of study is the fundamental system, S, of the connex, f = a'a'. As in the analogous thecry of binary forms three -objectives may be sought. The first is the method used for the generation of the concomitants, which must be definitive for the formation of all invariants of the existing infinitude. Second, finite expansions analogous to Gordan's series and an appropriate theory of symbolic moduli should be discovered for use in reducing all invariants in terms of a finite set. Third, the complete system thus found may be investigated from the geometrical point of view, for every such system is the algebraic prototype of a projective geometry of plane loci. Formation of Invariant Connexes.-If neither exponent m, n is zero the locus of f is a connex. In a joint paper' published in 1869, in connection with some general symbolical theory of connexes, Clebsch and Gordan determined the complete system of eight concomitants of the bilinear case f = axau. The subject then remained stationary until 1916 when the present writer published a definitive method2 of generation for connexes. This is a process of transvection between two forms, analogous to binary transvection as due to Cayley and Gordan. The algorithm is as follows: With two quantics assigned, o= Aalxa2x .. . arxa,ua2u - (1) 4= Bblxb= x . ..bpXflu#2u . ou) polarize sp by the operator, 
If two infinite systems, [spo, [4] , of connexes (1) [2] . The proof of this theorem gave opportunity for the solution of two problems of enumeration, viz., the simultaneous system of a conic F =p and the connex f = axta, and the simultaneous system of two connexes f = axoYu, 'p = PxOu The system of F and f was given in my paper of 1916 and consists of 69 forms. For illustration we give the simplest category of these, that in which the order plus the class of the product of the two forms in a transvectant is 4 (fi = ba3uax, L = (pqu)2). Bi-Ternary Reducing Series.-Several mathematicians have proposed forms of generalization4 of Gordan's binary series. In a memoir which is soon to be published the present writer has identified a new algorithm in the symbolic theory which gives a reducing series for bi-ternary transvectants, approximating in generality and utility to the binary series5 of Stroh, for which the claim was made that it would give all syzygetic relations between multiple transvectants on three forms. We shall give an example of this series and the general formula. By a method of contraction which applies to all symbolical monomials we can show that a form, This series adds greatly to our knowledge of the generalities of the subject. Its practical significance is that the series itself and rules of procedure for work of reduction, derived from the principles involved, enable us to find, from the set of fundamental concomitants of degrees < i-1 of f = ax'au, the complete set of degree i, although the work is complicated in the case of a high degree. We give, in the memoir, a complete system of 32 fundamental concomitants of degrees 1, 2, 3, of f = a2au.
Relatively Complete Systems.-The following theorem was proved and applied in obtaining a system of 90 forms forf = axau, relatively finite and complete with respect to a set of symbolical moduli, and also to delimit by theoretical considerations the absolutely finite and complete system. It corresponds to the principal proposition in Gordan's third proof of Gordan's theorem. 1. Introduction.-In a previous paper I have shown how the dynamic problem of competition is related to a dynamic generalization of the static theory of economic equilibrium of Walras and Pareto.1 In this paper I intend to simplify the notation of my previous paper and develop the theory of dynamic economic equilibrium for functional equations of demand and supply.2 I will show that the problem of equilibrium for a cooperative society is a problem for which it is desired to maximize a functional operator, and, also, that the problem for a competitive society is a problem for which it is desired to obtain partial maxima of several functional operators.3
Inasmuch as I have already given the economic setting of the problem, 1 shall not attempt to repeat it in detail.4 It is sufficient for the purposes of this paper to say that in any economic system certain goods and services are transformed into other goods and services and that we wish to
